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Cirralto set for next step in scaling capacity after
"really pleasing" independent assessments
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Cirralto (ASX:CRO) is set to take the next step in scaling capacity after
undertaking two independent assessments of its systems which delivered
"rather pleasing results".
These audits have allowed the company to half the costs of the transactions it
processes and reduce the data exchange load by 80%, which means it can
process more data faster.
The business payments products and solutions company said further external
and internal audits and assessments would be conducted on technology,
infrastructure and system performance as it approached scaled milestones,
with recommended changes delivered in conjunction with major releases
scheduled for the coming quarters.
"Far better returns"
Managing director Adrian Floate said: "Utilising capital to grow revenue and
customer delivery capacity will deliver far better returns than interest payments,
rent and the on-costs of a traditional office.
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"We have a great foundation and now we need to build capacity across the
new Cirralto business in sales, marketing, implementation, support and core
development as we move into 2021.

CRO
ASX

www.cirralto.com.au

Company Synopsis:
Cirralto Ltd (ASX:CRO) owns and licenses
technology assets and services that enable
modernisation of business IT systems via
the conversion, migration and management
of server based legacy data and systems to
the
Cloud.

"Our infrastructure audits have highlighted areas of great opportunity to tune
our platform and we are now focused on modelling our network for everincreasing transaction volumes.
"We want to keep getting faster and planning for upper limits in our core
systems that will enable us to do justice to the market opportunity created with
the Spenda suite of payment products."
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Lower costs
Using insights from the two studies, and coupled with the company's own R&D activities, Cirralto is implementing
scaling improvements that enable:
? Reduction in the data volume which needs integrating to an online finance system by 80%, allowing more transactions
to be processed quicker;
? A 58% reduction in Azure cloud-hosted infrastructure costs; and
? Improvements in infrastructure utilisation, enabling further scaling of the system and reduction in quarterly secure
transaction processing costs of 50%.
Chief technology officer Olly Speed said the infrastructure audit would help the company to cost-effectively support the
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high growth in transactions which it was starting to experience.
"It is imperative that we can guarantee to our customers that the core Spenda system can scale cost-effectively and
securely, and these recent audits will assist us in ensuring current and future versions of our software can fully support
the required levels of service quality for our customers.
"These security and infrastructure audit results are particularly relevant given the company is focused on expanding
relationships with global payments acquiring networks which require the highest levels of cybersecurity and costeffective transaction growth."
Balance sheet
Following the recent capital raise, Cirralto has completed a restructure of its balance sheet, removing $1.4 million in
debt.
This includes the redemption of all remaining Obsidian convertible notes.
This "significant clean-up" of the balance sheet leaves the company with no debt and capital to meet its immediate
growth objectives.
New staff
As the company moves closer to the merger and complete the migration to a virtual business, it has started the
recruitment of new east coast implementation and sale resources.
In line with the savings delivered from debt reduction and its move to virtual operations, these new hires are expected to
join the team early in the fourth quarter of this year.
SpendaCollect V2 launch in fourth quarter
Its collaboration with Invigo, the Sydney-based fintech firm has been developing B2B pay later technologies that are
focused on streamlining the application for and utilisation of debt facilities.
The company has been innovating in the "pay later" space to reduce the margin impact placed on sellers when utilising
the services, which it believes reduces barriers to adoption and will enable more businesses to access much-needed
liquidity and working capital that is locked up in their debtors.
These improvements will be released incrementally in line with the SpendaCollect V2 launch planned for early fourth
quarter 2020.
Additional features for SpendaPayments
Cirralto will release additional features to SpendaCollect that will expand its addressable market.
These features targets to turn the SpendaCollect platform into a powerful credit and cash flow management tool for
suppliers. It will allow them, among others, to:
? View the accounts receivable ledger and target debt collection for all customers with overdue invoices in one simple
UI;
? Send out payment reminders to one or all of their customers;
? Enable customers to make payment of statements and / or one or many invoices; 4/5
? Integrate payments receipts and assist automation of reconciliation in the integrated financial management system;
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? Select one customer to view complete invoice details and trade terms.
? Invite their customers to join a personal Spenda business portal and grant permission to view their accounting data.
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Proactive Investors facilitate the largest global investor network across 4 continents in 4 languages. With a team of analysts
journalists & professional investors Proactive produce independent coverage on 1000's of companies across every sector for private
investors,
private
client
brokers,
fund
managers
and
international
investor
communities.
Contact us

+61 (0)2 9280 0700
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No investment advice
The Company is a publisher. You understand and agree that no content published on the Site constitutes a recommendation that any particular security,
portfolio of securities, transaction, or investment strategy is suitable or advisable for any specific person. You understand that the Content on the Site is
provided for information purposes only, and none of the information contained on the Site constitutes an offer, solicitation or recommendation to buy or sell a
security. You understand that the Company receives either monetary or securities compensation for our services. We stand to benefit from any volume which
any Content on the Site may generate.
You further understand that none of the information providers or their affiliates will advise you personally concerning the nature, potential, advisability,
value, suitability or profitability of any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment, investment strategy, or other matter.
You understand that the Site may contain opinions from time to time with regard to securities mentioned in other products, including Company-related
products, and that those opinions may be different from those obtained by using another product related to the Company. You understand and agree that
contributors may write about securities in which they or their firms have a position, and that they may trade such securities for their own account. In cases
where the position is held at the time of publication and such position is known to the Company, appropriate disclosure is made. However, you understand and
agree that at the time of any transaction that you make, one or more contributors may have a position in the securities written about. You understand that price
and other data is supplied by sources believed to be reliable, that the calculations herein are made using such data, and that neither such data nor such
calculations are guaranteed by these sources, the Company, the information providers or any other person or entity, and may not be complete or accurate.
From time to time, reference may be made in our marketing materials to prior articles and opinions we have published. These references may be
selective, may reference only a portion of an article or recommendation, and are likely not to be current. As markets change continuously, previously published
information and data may not be current and should not be relied upon.
The Site does not, and is not intended to, provide investment, tax, accounting, legal or insurance advice, and is not and should not be construed as
providing any of the foregoing. You should consult an attorney or other relevant professional regarding your specific legal, tax, investment or other needs as
tailored to your specific situation.
In exchange for publishing services rendered by the Company on behalf of Cirralto named herein, including the promotion by the Company of Cirralto in any
Content on the Site, the Company receives from said issuer annual aggregate cash compensation in the amount up to Twenty Five Thousand dollars
($25,000).
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